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Welcome to Shades of Color photography magazine N°4

We are pleased to present you here some extraordinary artists. Starting with a captivating person, Robin Griggs Wood. 
Not only she is a fantastic artist exploring Photography and Painting, but she also spends a lot of her time mentoring 
artists. Her motto  is “anyone can become a great artist,” and she is exploring that way for quite some time now. She is 
presenting here a lot of a different kind of striking image. Caryn Hill os more of an adventurer. She is a storm chaser/
Photographer. Her pictures of massive thunderstorms and hurricanes are genuinely surprising. In her interview, she 
talks about how to manage the adrenaline rush you can get while chasing storms, and how to get great images. Orna 
Naor is one of the new talents in Street Photography. I find great to see that most of the stars of the Street photogra-
phy are mostly women. She is exploring the world with a unique style and capturing strong, emotional, and moody 
images. Charley Moore is also an explorer. He spends most of his time in National parks, searching for magnificent 
landscapes and wildlife. Charles and Deborah Lupica met him in Utah for a lengthy interview. Nayyer Reza works 
with different genres. He makes a lot of portraits, landscapes, wildlife, and street scenes. He provided us with one 
excellent cover image. Avishek Das sent us another great series he made at a Vintage Cars festival. Less journalistic 
than his previous series, but an exciting visios of details and colors. Finally, we have Robin Schimko. He is a fascinating 
street photographer, and he is also producing a great Street Photography Youtube Channel.

So enjoy your reading and feel free to send us any comments or suggestions about the magazine. And don’t forget 
you can submit your images for a critique or publication.

Melusine Tauzin / Editor in Chief
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Experience the new way to edit photos with a

10 day free trial: affinity.serif.com/photo
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Robin Griggs Wood

The Survivor
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Can you tell us about yourself, and how you started 
in graphical arts?
Well, I’m actually not a graphic artist, just a regular artist. 
I didn’t begin my personal journey via graphic arts school 
nor traditional education. I actually never thought of my-
self as an artist when I was young. In fact, I wanted to be a 
lawyer! Championing the cause of the downtrodden; civil 
rights, amnesty law or environmental law. However, all the 
higher education money was spent on my elder siblings, so 
I had to make my own way. The art I’ve created was born 
out my desire to elevate those around me in whatever way 
I could. 

How would you describe your evolution as an ar-
tist?
My first scratchings on drawing paper went unheeded by 
my family. I bought into the talent myth hard and simply 
assumed that I didn’t have that “it” to make anything bet-
ter. What drove and widened my ability was the desire to 
see people smile; to have them enjoy something that I 
had created especially for them. I grew more able as I went 
along––my goal was not to “be an artist”, but merely to 
create for the satisfaction of uplifting those around me. 
The greatest change was when I quit a 20-year career and 
started doing murals in private homes. My earliest attempts 
were not my best, but I pushed on because people enjoyed 
them so much. The more I did, the more accomplished I be-
came; learning the tools, honing the craft and training the 
hand-brain coordination. From there, I was commissioned 
to illustrate some children’s books. I thought, “From paint-
ing in acrylics on huge walls to painting with watercolors on 
paper … sure, why not?” So, I launched myself onto another 
learning adventure. 

Compositing was the natural evolution from my painting 
days; a combination of my love for technology and a respite 
from having to clean brushes and paint tools. When you 
paint, you can create something purely from your imagina-
tion. Photography has a finite range, if broad, of expression 
and elaboration; compositing has no such limitations.

What are your main influences? 
Hmm … now? Everyone and everything around me. People 
are amazing; this world is amazing. Though, I’m guessing 
you’re looking for a less ambiguous answer. My biggest per-
sonal influence has been one of my best friends, the voice ac-
tress for Minnie Mouse. She is the most remarkable woman 
and I’ve learned so many things through our long conversa-
tions; life lessons that I’ve carried with me into my mentoring. 
Artistically, I’ve gained inspiration from many of the tradi-
tional art masters. Iain McCaig was one of my early mentors. 
For compositing, my primary inspiration is Dylan Cole (look 
him up; you’ll gasp!). For the whole subject of art in general, 
my sweetie is a tremendous inspiration. He and I have deep 
discussions about art and creativity almost every day. 

In truth, there are so many incredible artists out there who 
inspire me, this answer would be a tome were I to list them 
all.

How and when did you start mentoring artists? 
What was your motivation to go that way?
I was in an online art community––covering the gamut of 
creative digital pursuits. I ran a drawing forum within that 
community and so often I would read the statement “I wish 
I was an artist” from the other members and feel the genu-
ine sorrow that was behind it. You can’t perceive that kind 
of pain from another human being without being moved 
to alleviate it in some way. I came up with every bit of logic 
I could muster to get them to see that art is in everyone, 
not a choice few. In that community, close to 15 years ago, 
was where I first wrote “The Myth of Talent” and published 
my “Care & Feeding of Your Muse”, a compendium of every-
thing that I use every day to keep myself creative. 
When that community died due to a poor choice in mana-
gerial staff, I began mentoring people on Google+ for free, 
living off of my savings. Why did I do that? Just prior, I had 
gone to Mexico on a retreat to find my purpose in life and a 
friend asked me, “What are you doing these days?” As I ex-
plained it to her, an explosion of revelation went off inside 
me––that exposing the myth of “talent” and giving the gift 
of the capacity to create art to everyone was my purpose in 
life! I wanted others to have what I had, the certainty of be-
ing an artist––I wanted them to know that they could have 
it if they wanted it and went after it. No one is left out.

Where do you find inspiration and motivation?
I love all imagery genres––even black and white. I am a 
capricious creative and try not to limit myself or take my 
creations too seriously. I love nature and all its myriad fac-
ets––widescapes, macros, flora and fauna. I love fantasy 
and imagination. I love expressing common human values; 
community, compassion, family, optimism, harmony and 
humor. I love to make folks laugh. Mostly, I love people. I 
discovered that there is something wonderful in every sin-
gle person on this planet, if you only pay attention long 
enough to find it. When you find what those wonderful 
things are, you can derive constant and consistent inspi-
ration and motivation every single day. I’m inspired all the 
time by my students, as well. These people that I help are 
my “tribe”––a group that is passionate about creating beau-
tiful or surprising imagery. Being there for them keeps me 
going. I read a lot, too. I’m a life-long-learner. I never pre-
sume that I know everything about a subject, even if I’ve 
been doing it every day for years. The constant quest for 
understanding takes me to the most enlightening places. 

Ultimately, my greatest inspiration and motivation comes 
from the question I ask myself, “How can I give others a pos-
itive moment in their day today?”
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Fame
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As Two Become One 
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Time Spent In Your Company
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Time Spent In Your Company
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Peace On Earth 
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The Prince
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Was mentoring a way to push your creativity?
What a great question! It surely was and still is. When you’re 
helping others, you pull things out of yourself that you 
didn’t know you had. People are so different and come up 
with the most interesting conundrums. My desire to help 
drives me to evolve very specific solutions to their problems 
around art and creativity. This always gives me new insights 
into the creative process as a whole and helps to build on 
the foundation I’ve established for fostering others.

Do you have a favorite genre of art?
Before photography and compositing took hold of me, I was 
most fascinated by the genre of painting called “Photoreal-
ism” (a precisely painted reproduction of reality). I chortle a 
bit about that now, considering the direction I’ve headed. It 
is the time and attention to the work that captivates me and 
surely why I put so much time and attention to detail in my 
own images.

How do you place photography in your work? Are 
you more a photographer or a painter? 
In truth, I’ve actually never thought of myself as a photog-
rapher, since I do mostly digital art. Taking photographs for 
me has always been just another tool; like using brushes, 
paint tubes and canvas. I have a vast collection of my pho-
tographs, stored on numerous hard drives, which I use for 
my own personal stock. I see myself more as a painter, even 
when I'm editing “regular" photographs, since I came from 
a painting background. In the end, I do a bit of painting in 
almost every image I create.

A big trend today is to mimic painting effects by 
using textures and all kinds of tricks, how do you 
see yourself between painting and photography?
Textures and tricks (and I’ll add, presets) are great for learn-
ing, but not good to continue with, if you can’t pull their use 
into something more original. Originality is key with art. Not 
every image I create is art (art itself must be a unique ex-
pression or it is merely craft) and some of my finished works 
were actually studies at the start. However, I don’t tend to-
wards the use of trendy image styles. Those have been done 
already, why repeat them? A certain degree of originality 
will be lost simply in the application of the hard-acquired 
techniques necessary to convey the story in an image, so 
combining technical skills––which, for me, are both paint-
ing and photography––is one way that I am able to come 
up with unique works.

What kind of photo equipment are you using?
Currently, I have a couple of lightweight Canon M5 mir-
rorless cameras that I use regularly. One for my Canon 55-
250mm lens, to get closer to wildlife, and one for my Canon 
10-18mm wide angle, for getting the full scope of a land-
scape––two cameras because I hate changing lenses in the 
field; I’m a capricious shooter … hah! But I’ve shot over the 
years with all kinds of cameras because, for the imagery I 
create, it’s more about gathering potential compositing ma-
terial than it is about getting a story in- camera. I love the 
magic of image editing; taking the mundane and making 
something unique. Anyone can walk outside and see reali-
ty––it is more fun to transport a viewer to someplace they 
could never visit in the real world.

The way you work with colors is impressive. Do you 
have a specific workflow for creating these palettes?

That's kind of you to say! Thank you. It always helps to have 
a grounding in basic color theory. Which is why I teach it to 
my students as one of the very first things that a photog-
rapher or digital artist needs to understand to create truly 
effective imagery.

Did you ever experience what we could call dead 
creativity periods, and if yes, how did you overcome 
it?
Oh, absolutely. It's part of the reason why I wrote my “Care 
& Feeding of Your Muse”, to help others out of these dead 
periods. I also have a list––which I’ve compiled through my 
many years of mentoring artists and use regularly with my 
own students––of the predominant creative blocks that 
people encounter. “Lack of immersion” is one of the prima-
ry reasons for the inability to succeed––in any area. A lot 
of people do everything else but their art while they wait 
for inspiration to strike. They haven’t realized that what they 
need to do is show up every single day and do the work––
learning technical skills and honing their craft––so they can 
be ready when inspiration hits. The more you immerse your-
self, the greater your chance of actually creating something. 
How do I overcome it?… I immerse myself even more deep-
ly and push myself to keep going.

You have a wide audience on social networks. Can 
you tell us how you use it to promote your work?
I’m actually rather lax about promoting my work specifical-
ly. I enjoy the creation process more, as well as communicat-
ing with and mentoring other creatives. Most of the people 
who have purchased my work found me–– probably hap-
hazardly while searching for something else <grin>. It is 
more important to me to connect with people than to “use” 
social networking to forward myself or my work. Which 
might be the key right there. Some people have this weird 
idea that we can hide our thoughts and that others can’t 
perceive our unvoiced intentions. Yet, the concept of “gut 
instinct” is ancient––other people can feel it when you’re 
only around to promote yourself and your own work. How 
to “use” social networking? … care about others; be of ser-
vice to others. It is exactly like how one succeeds in the “real” 
world. That’s the best advice I can pass along in this short 
space. For more, let me be your mentor 

Do you have any upcoming projects/ exhibitions?
I have way too many irons in the fire right now; too numer-
ous to list here. Right now, my biggest obsession is creat-
ing a compositing workshop. I had intended to do this long 
ago, but got sidetracked helping so many photographers 
with their art basics. It was time that I started compiling all 
of my compositing and post- processing information into a 
comprehensive program. I'm hoping to have it completed 
in 2019. 

What kind of advice would you give to help to boost 
motivation and creativity?
Immersion! <grin> That, and stop believing that talent is a 
gift that others get to have and you don't. Talent is an accu-
mulation of skill acquisition, practice and showing up every 
day to do the work. Do what you love, keep moving forward 
and don’t let anyone else tell you that yo
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ounsel with the Merfolk
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 Adventure Ho
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Princess Prayers 
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Incoming
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The Baroque Garden
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Campfire
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Kalahari Morning 
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Where the Spiritual and 
Physical Worlds Meet 
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Caryn Hill
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Caryn Hill

How and when did you start photography and what was your learning path? 
I have been shooting since the early 80s. I started out with a fully manual Pentax K1000, (which took a permanent 
swim in the Green River of Wyoming while on a rafting trip). I then was given a Pentax ME Super and I thought I 
had hit the big time!  I mean, who wouldn’t appreciate that “auto” mode?! During this time period I worked in a 
camera department and learned under a few co-workers the finer points of shooting but mostly my learning path 
as been by trial and error.  Omgosh how painful it was to have to wait 7 days to see how much i had learned or 
better yet, how much more I had to learn!

What are your favorite genres of photography?
 Mostly severe weather with equine photography as a 2nd passion.  They require 2 totally different set ups and 
paths of thinking but I love the challenge they both present. Shooting severe weather requires you to be de-
pendent on whatever light is available, while with equine photography I have better control through my strobe 
lighting. 

What led you to work on storms and dramatic landscapes photography? 
Funny you should ask! I actually started my storm chasing career when I was reunited with my high school sweet-
heart (by way of classmates.com) He had been chasing for a number of years and with me growing up in Kansas, 
I soon found myself hooked on the thrill and not so much looking for the underground shelter to hind in! 

Do you work with tornado and storm hunters and how do you work while on location? 
Believe it or not, my husband and I co-own Silver Lining Tours. SLT has been around for 20 years this year and is the 
2nd oldest storm chasing tour company in the World. I personally run the photography tours as my main focus 
is to give myself, as well as my guests, more time to shoot when we arrive on location.  Working on location does 
have it’s challenges but I approach each challenge with the knowledge that it may be a “down and dirty” shoot or 
it may be a “leisure” shoot with having time to actually LOOK at what I am shooting.  Knowing your equipment and 
how to read light is most critical when shooting severe weather as it can change rather quickly.  If you aren’t well 
versed on how to quickly adapt to the ever changing light, you will be disappointed in the outcome. 

How do you prepare for a shoot? 
I am constantly watching for interesting landscape foregrounds when approaching any severe weather.  I prefer 
to show some kind of human element in my images if possible.  Old abandoned farm houses, old barns, even a 
tree can give perspective to the size of a supercell or storm structure that I am photographing.  

You probably don’t have too much time to work with the storms. What is your strategy to get in-
tense images? 
Location. Location. Location. Or better yet, position...position...position.  Some photographers prefer to have the 
entire storm back light as it adds a huge contrast.  I actually prefer to be either on the south side where I can get a 
contrast from light to dramatic.  However, when the sun is setting it’s also nice to be more northeast of the setup 
as it will allow for sun rays, mamatus and a touch of blue sky to also be included in the image.  Storm structure is 
my top priority when photographing severe weather and being in the right position only enhances the dramatic 
effect of these storms.  

Interview 
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Have you been in a difficult situation while making these images, and if yes, what was the worst 
one? 
Lightning.  I shouldn’t have to explain that one but I will.  Lightning is always a hazard and should always be 
highly respected. You have no idea where it may strike even the majority of strikes will be contained to the 
main (rain) core.  There isn’t any other feeling of knowing you are standing out there with a lightning rod near 
you, also known as your tripod, and you have lightning cracking off just close enough that your senses are 
always on alert.  There have been a few times when I have heard the lightning sizzle over head.  It’s a heart 
pounding experience for sure!

Are you only working in color, and if yes, why this choice? 
I do not work only in color.  The way I see it, if it screams black and white, then it’s processed black and white.  
However, I think the old abandoned farm houses and barns almost always scream black and white as that was 
the only way images were able to be processed back in the early days. .  

What kind of equipment are you using (camera, lenses, filters…) 
I shoot Canon only, with my main camera being the Canon 5D Mark IV. My 2 “go to” lens that are always by my 
side are the 24-105mm f/4 II, as well as the Canon 11-14mm f/4.  These 2 lens are the only 2 lens I ever need 
while shooting severe weather.  If I do use any filters, it would only be a polarizing filter so I may slow down the 
shutter enough while shooting daytime lightning. I also use the Canon 7D Mark II for my equine action shots.
  
I like to understand the intent/vision of a photographer, so do you have a specific intent when 
you are on location and have a specific final image vision, or do you work on getting a well com-
posed/exposed image and finalize it with experimentation during post-processing?
 My main goal and challenge has always been to get the most out of my camera that it can possibly give me. 
I love processing but my belief has always been that the camera is a tool to capture my vision but why rely 
on post processing to give me that vision? With that being said, I do allow the moment to speak to me, so to 
speak, and there will be times where I make a mental note of that image and see how I can manipulate it with 
post processing.  I believe we need to allow ourselves to think outside the box which in turn keeps our creative 
minds fresh.

What kind of software and plugins are you using? 
Since I shoot in RAW, I mainly rely on ACR to get the job started.  Afterwards, I will use NIK for a bit of structure 
(11-19% only) and leave it at that.  If the image is a bit to noisy, which can happen when shooting in lower light 
situations such as severe weather, I will use Define to remove some of the noise.  I have Luminar as well but 
have yet to try it.  

Can you describe your processing workflow? 
ACR to NIK to PS so I may add my watermark.  How much of each program/plugin I use really depends on the 
image. 

How do you distribute your images? Most of this process is done with social networks. What is 
your strategy for using them and what are your favorites? 
Twitter, Instagram and Facebook, along with my website.  I also contribute to various magazines, calendars 
and marketing outlets.  My strategy is mainly for sharing my passion. But it’s also my job so sharing brings 
in clients for tours, teaching and personal shoots.  My equine photography keeps me busy in the off season 
which helps keep the camera exercised until next years severe weather season kicks in. 

Finally, do you have one great advice for any aspiring photojournalist searching for dramatic 
images.?  
PATIENCE.  Have lots of patience! Developing your own style and following takes a bit of time.  Most get dis-
couraged by not getting many “likes” on their images when posting to social media when they first start out.  
The thing to keep in mind is to keep true to yourself, shoot for yourself and the rest will follow.

Caryn Hill
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Orna Naor
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Interview

How and when did you start photography and what was your learning path?
I started with photography about 5 years ago. I was experiencing a loss and needed something to ‚charge‘ me. I started to 
learn at Alon Kira photography school, discovered my passion for street photography, and continued, and still am, taking 
courses and workshops in Israel and over the world. 

 What are your favourite genres of photography?
Street...

What led you to travel and street portraits photography?
The thing I‘m trying to capture in my photography are the special human moments. All around.  To show the human 
faces of the stereotype. Weather it‘s Indians in Brazil, Palestinian Bedouins children in Israel, prisoners in the Philippines, 
Foreign communities that live in Israel  or the Orthodox religious  communities and customs.

How do you select your location?
In Israel, I have my favorite places, occasions and ceremonies  that I‘m interested in.To other places I‘m 
usually going with photography groups. I select the locations I believe will challenge me and contribute to my work as 
well as to my knowledge of humans and human conditions around the world. 

How do you prepare for a shoot?
First, I take some time to look around.  What is going on; what are the light condition; are there any special things in the 
scene I can use - a sign, colour connection, graffiti etc. Then I ask myself what do I want to show from the scene.  Then - 
start shooting..

You have a strong connection with the people you photograph. How do you approach them and when do 
you start portraying them?
I always say, that being a small woman with a small camera and a big smile helps a lot.. sometimes I‘m like invisible; other 
times I make a slight eye contact and sense by the reaction.  When children are involved, always a smile to the parents 
and sending them the pictures. 

I like to understand the intent/vision of a photographer, so do you have a specific intent when you are 
on location and have a specific final image vision, or do you work on getting a well composed/exposed 
image and finalize it with experimentation during post-processing?

I choose between colour and bw according to the advantage / disadvantage in each picture.  Sometimes the colour is the 
picture and other times, it‘s a distraction from the message in the picture.  My heart is into bw, so I need a good reason 
to stay in colour. 

8. What kind of equipment do you use (camera, lenses, filters…)
I use Fuji xt-2; I have 10-24 mm, 14 mm, 18 mm, 23 mm, 56 mm and 50-150 mm lenses. Mostly using the 18 mm.

I like to understand the intent/vision of a photographer, so do you have a specific intent when you are 
on location and have a specific final image vision, or do you work on getting a well composed/exposed 
image and finalize it with experimentation during post-processing?
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I‘m trying to do most of the work while shooting. The light, the composition, the ideas. I use PP very slightly, mostly for 
converting to bw  (I shoot raw). As I mentioned earlier, I don‘t just ‚snap‘; I plan my pictures. 

What kind of software and plugins are you using?
Didn‘t understand; do you mean for PP? I  use Photoshop 

Can you describe your processing workflow?
I go through all the pictures from the same scene and pick those I like. Then I choose between colour and bw. Slight high-
lights/shadows, exposure or level corrections and that‘s about it. 

How do you distribute your images? Most of this process is done with social networks. What is your strategy 
using them and what are your favorites?
The social media gives the opportunity to get exposure that wasn‘t available before; I use FB , Instagram, Guru Shots, 
1×.com and others.  The outcome of this exposure can be an invitation to participate in exhibitions and can be interviews 
like this one..

Finally, do you have one great advice for any aspiring travel and portrait photographer? 
best advice would be Think. Plan. Shoot.

My sites
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/orna.naor.5
  http://www.facebook.com/pages/ONPhotography/585470724844395
Instagram  Orna50
Website:  www.ornanaor.com

https://www.facebook.com/orna.naor.5 
http://www.facebook.com/pages/ONPhotography/585470724844395  
http://www.ornanaor.com 
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Charley Moore
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Interview 
How and when did you get started in photography and what was your learning path?
A. I started in photography about 15 years ago by accident more or less. I had no intention of being a photographer. But 
working for the tour company, that I eventually owned, I was taking photographers on tours and I got interested, initially 
using point and shoot cameras that were easy replaced because I dropped a few in the sand and banged them into can-
yon walls while climbing in the canyons. Paying attention to photographers on my tours to what they were doing and 
listening to them talking and asking lots of question, I eventually got my first DSLR. People liked the way I saw things, my 
creativity with the camera and knowing what the camera could do for me. I started doing more and more photography 
tours and that is how I got really interested in photography and it became a profession for me.

What lead you to landscape and wildlife photography?
I got into landscape photography through the tour company I owned. Wildlife became a passion but landscape is what 
sells. It does depend where clients are located. Places like Montana, Wyoming or Alaska you could sell pictures of wildlife. 
But people in the desert aren’t going to hang pictures of polar bears in their southwest homes. It is limited to those who 
have a passion for something like wild horses to sell wildlife here.

How do you select your location?
Good question. Nowadays social media. Images others post of locations might interest me. Travel books and just regular 
travels to locations where I see things that interest me and I research them to eventually go back and photograph.

How do you prepare to go out for a shoot?
Sometimes a shoot happens on a moment notice. Something interesting might be happening like a monsoon storm. 
I close the Gallery doors and go out chasing the lightening. Other times I do a lot of research. Weather, moon and sun 
phases and how it affects a certain location. 

Do you use Photo Pills or other applications to do the research? 
Yes, I use Photo Pills. I also use off road apps to get me to and from the location safely because now a days a lot of my 
locations are off the beaten path away from people. 

What equipment and lens do you use?
I currently use a Nikon D5, D4 & D800; with 14-24mm f2.8; 50mm f1.4; 24-70mm f2.8; 70-200mm F2.8; 200-400mm f4 & 
600mm f4 VRII lenses and a Nikon D300 with 10-24mm f3.5 & 85 mm T/S f2.8 lens. Really Right Stuff tripod and ball head, 
Gimbal head and a Pano Multi Row set up as well as Rain gear from Lenscoat.

I like to understand the intent or vision of a photographer, so do you have a specific intent when you are 
on location and have a specific final image in mind or do you work on getting a well composed/exposed 
image and finalize it in post processing?
 It depends. If I plan on doing a full moon or Milky Way shoot, I have a vision as to where I like to see the moon or milky way 
rise. Otherwise the location or weather conditions will determine my image. Sometimes I go for a single image but other 
times I go for panoramas. I let the scenery and location determine my image.

What software and plugins are you using?
Sometimes I use Adobe Bridge when I need to open multiple images at once; for the most part I use Photoshop CS 6 with 
Nik software and Helicon Soft for focus stacking. I don’t yet do a lot of focus stacking, but I am getting more into it. It is 
more difficult for the panoramas because I need to shoot in rows and that is a lot of images to make sure they are lined 
up to do focus stacking.

Can you describe your processing workflow?
Open the image in Adobe Bridge or Camera Raw and do slight adjustment if necessary.  Open the image or images in 
Photoshop for sizing and Nik software to do minor adjustments like the detail filter, especially to wildlife images as it 
brings out the fur or feathers. Maybe an ND filter here and there and some minor level and contrast adjustments. That is 
essentially it. I try to get the image in the camera and not spend hours in post processing. 
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Do you have a current project that you are working on?
A. Not a project but another trip that I planned in a few weeks to shoot the full moon at Bisti Badlands and some 
panos at some of the cliff dwellings at Canyon De Chelly, fall colors in Colorado and more wild horses at Sand Wash 
Basin in Colorado.

What is it like being an artist and a gallery owner?
Now a days being alone I have to choose when I need to be at the Gallery and when I can close the Gallery and 
leave. But I realize that being here people enjoy the connection between the artist and the artwork. I can’t just hire 
anyone to be a sales person. Selling artwork and photographs is different than say selling a car. I need to find the 
right person to take my place while I’m out in the wilderness if I could ever find that person. I enjoy being here, 
talking to people about my work and displaying my work rather than having it displayed in other galleries. And also 
gives me the opportunity to display the other artwork I create like egg carving, gourd carving, glass engraving. To 
me it’s all the same; it is about being creative no matter what the medium.

Finally, do you have one great piece of advice for any aspiring landscape photographer?
A. Learn your camera and what it can do for you. It doesn’t matter if it is a beginner or pro camera, it’s not the camera 
or lens, it’s what the camera can do for you. Get it right in the camera because Photoshop can’t fix everything. Also, 
lots of patience and perseverance. Go back to the location over and over and strive to get a better image than the 
last time. 
Interview by Charles & Deborah Lupica.

Follow Charley Moore
Instagram:  moore_charly_photography
Facebook:f facebook.com/charly.moore.5
Facebook:  facebook.com/Mystic_Canyon_Light_Gallery
Website:  www.mystic-canyon-light.com

http:// www.instagram.com/moore_charly_photography 
http://facebook.com/charly.moore.5 
http://facebook.com/Mystic_Canyon_Light_Gallery 
http://www.mystic-canyon-light.com 
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How and when did you start photography and what was your learning path?
As a child, I would spend hours observing paintings in the galleries and photographic images in magazines and used 
to get fascinated and enchanted by some of them. To fulfill my artistic thirst, I tried to draw and paint but badly failed. 
Then I changed the path, collected some money and bought my first Kodak box Camera in 1969. And then there was no 
looking back. In 1974, I took a diploma course in photography from the London Institute of Photography. In those days, 
I was also guided a lot by one of my uncles who was a keen photographer. Those were the days of black and white pho-
tography, and I set up my own darkroom for better printmaking, and it groomed me a lot. I still miss darkroom’s dim red 
light and a distinct smell of chemicals. And soon my work started getting acknowledged in national and international 
exhibitions which were a great motivational force for me to work more and to learn more through books and by keenly 
observing different art forms. Nowadays the wealth of knowledge is available on YouTube, and I have learned a lot and 
still learning from there. 

You work with a lot of different genres, landscapes, cityscapes, portraits, street. Which one is your favo-
rite and why?
I love letting myself loose and exploring different dimensions, but amongst the genres I’ve tried, until now, portraiture 
is my favorite. If you observe keenly, you can chalk out a whole life story behind a person by just capturing his facial 
expressions, gestures, and environment. Any person when seen has an outlook and an inner self. I try to bring out the 
personality of my subject through my photography. 

How do you select your location?   
For portraiture, I prefer plain or slightly textured background to keep the viewer’s eye on the face. For environmental 
photography, I choose background according to the subject’s profession or concept I have in mind. I make sure my back-
ground adds ambiance to my picture rather than being a distraction. For landscapes, I roam around and search places 
which are less or not explored. I love the location where I may get some fascinating subjects with interesting foreground 
and gorgeous sky.              

How do you prepare for a shoot?     
My outdoor photography kit apart from the camera, lenses, and filters include flashgun, reflectors, transparent sheets, 
tripod, necessary props, and an assistant. For indoor, I love to work with window light and reflectors but at times also 
use LED continuous studio lights. Once I conceive an idea I prefer to take candid shots in controlled settings. I choose 
an appropriate background and lighting, both indoor and outdoor, and put my models into it. I let them interact natu-
rally and wait for the right moment with my camera ready. I love to create a role play situation and capture bonds and 
relationships of people. For the indoor shoot, lighting is not an issue. I pre-plan my shoot by arranging necessary props 
according to my subject and concept. The model is also prepared regarding makeup, costume, etc.  For the outdoor 
shoot, I prefer to reach the selected spot way before there is appropriate lighting so that I don’t miss the prime time of 
the shooting and my camera tripod, etc. are ready before time. 

 What kind of equipment do you use (camera, lenses, filters…)
Recently I work with Canon 6D MK2 camera. At times I also use a mobile phone camera of my Samsung Galaxy Note 8 
Mobile phone camera is convenient, always with you and always ready to click, especially for pre-shoot preview. 
I work with four canon lenses EF 70-200 f/2.8 L IS 2, EF 24-70 f/4 L IS, EF 100mm f/2.8 L IS and EF 40mm f/2.8 STM. 
My favorite and most used lens is 70-200 f/2.8 L IS 2. I use 40mm lens when working in low profile is required.
My camera kit contains a skylight, circular polarizer, and neutral density filters.
    

Interview
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I like to understand the intent/vision of a photographer, so do you have a specific intent when you 
are on location and have a particular final image vision, or do you work on getting a well com-
posed/exposed image and finalize it with experimentation during post-processing?
It’s both. I start off with an idea in mind. Sometimes I achieve what I want through my photograph. Sometimes 
outcome doesn’t turn out to be as I expected. And sometimes while shooting, I see many more exciting options 
to try and get impressive results. In either case, post-processing adds an entirely new dimension to artwork. The 
sky is the limit when you’re trying different options during post-processing. Sometimes you get new ideas to add 
to your basic plan. And sometimes it helps enhance your basic concept. For example, my photograph “Avid Smok-
er” was initially planned to capture the personality of a chain smoker by using details of his fingers and eyes, but 
during post-processing, I started experimenting with the smoke formation. A person obscured behind clouds of 
smoke looked really interesting, so I thought of creating drama and metaphorically presented how an avid smoker 
gets lost in his own smoke.  

 What kind of software and plugins are you using?
My favorite photo editing software is Adobe Photoshop. At times I also use Adobe Lightroom which has a faster 
and non-destructive workflow with cataloging facility. In plugins, I use On1 photo Raw, Exposure by Alien Skin and 
Topaz Impression. Most of the time I work only with photoshop.

 Can you describe your processing workflow?
I start off with a basic concept and later improve on it. I have a clear idea of what I want, and I try to achieve that 
through camera and software. At times I face a creative block if so, I sleep over it and work again on it after some 
time or even after a few days. Unless I’m fully satisfied and excited about the outcome, I do not display it anywhere.

I can see that you use a lot of warm colors in your images. Is it for creating a particular mood, and 
how do you select the tones and feelings of your pictures.
I love warm & dark tones, probably because they add drama. I select the tones and moods according to the out-
come I’m visualizing. I don’t follow any color psychology. I make colors work for me. It is not the colors that make 
the mood, its how we depict the colors in our work. For example, red can be used for both love and violence.  

Do you have any achievements in the field of photography?
•    I was Titled “Artiste FIAP” (AFIAP) by Federation Internationale De L’Art Photographque, Belgium in 1998.
•    Photographic Society of America (PSA) has awarded me the distinction “Proficiency”     (PPSA) in 2000.
•    “Life Time Achievement Award” was Conferred by Academy of Visual Media, India in 2005.
•    Won more than 300 awards from various International and national Photographic Salons Including many Best 
of Shows, PSA, and FIAP Gold Medals, etc.
•    Participated in many Invitation Exhibitions in Austria, Belgium, Japan, Korea, Romania, Switzerland, France, 
Hong Kong, and Turkey.

Do you have any particular project, such as books or exhibitions you would like to announce?
Indeed, an autobiography focusing on my journey of passion is in the pipeline. It will also be a compilation of my 
award-winning photographs and a brief description of how I created the images. 

 Social media are a key to distribute images today. Which one is your favorite and how do you use 
them? 
Social media has revolutionized the world, and I believe in staying upbeat with the changing trends. I am active on 
500 px, Facebook and 1x.com. I like 1x the most. I use social media platforms to get encouraged by an appreciation 
of my fellow photographers and followers. It motivates me to work more and to work better. Likewise, I take social 
media critique seriously, it substantially helps to improve my work. Social media also helps me to sell my work 
which helps me continue with my passion.

Website  https://nayyer.1x.com
Facebook www.facebook.com/nayyerphotography
500px  https://500px.com/nayyer48

https://nayyer.1x.com 
http://www.facebook.com/nayyerphotography 
https://500px.com/nayyer48 
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C o l u m n S Ab out Street  Photo graphy
by Jean Michel Missri
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Waiting for the perfect moment

Evolving to being a great photographer sometimes takes a whole life. It is not only capturing 
people walking with attitudes and moving. It is getting emotions, being at the right place at the 
right time, and getting the perfect image without being intrusive. 

These two images from Orna Naor are perfect examples of perfect pictures. This young wom-
an with her child resting on her thighs probably after breastfeeding brings such a peace-
ful mood. The photographer captured an intense look through the translucid veil, and the 
light perfectly spots the children face.. Look how low she got to get the perfect framing. A less 
experienced photographer would have stayed higher, a lot more intrusive, and not getting 
the good composition and framing. The way she worked the light here is also almost perfect 
with strong but dimmed colors adding some softness to the attitude of the mother and child. 
In the second image she made in Cuba, she also got everything necessary for a great image. First, she 
uses the perfect lens, probably something around 35mm or even 28mm. These vocals allow getting 
enough space to show the scenery and put you close enough to get the perfect moment, without 
being intrusive. You see the faces of both actors in this scene, you see the complicity between them. 
But the most important thing is the gesture. the timing is perfect as she is not et grabbing the cup, 
and he is still holding it, starting to release his grip. The sharpness is so perfect, that you see how old 
they can be just by watching the textures of both hands. The last point is that you can guess this is 
from Cuba with the specific colors they use there... If you want to be really picky, you could say the if 
she stayed two inches more on the left, she could have got the eye of the woman.  THat would have 
made the PERFECT image. But I am not as picky and this is one image I would have loved to make. 
The past generation of street photographers would probably say street photography is only good in 
color as the color is often distracting. But in this case, the color is a very important thing, as it adds 
to the mood and strength of these pictures.

Here are probably the best three things to cnonsider for street photography.

#1: Choosing the best lens
Deciding which lens to use is one of the most important factors for street photography. Avoid a 
telephoto lens, as it does more harm than good. Aiming a giant lens at strangers will get you more 
anger than smiles. you’re going to need to get up close to the action. Use a wide-angle lens and get 
lost in a busy crowd. Many street photographers choose a compact camera that’s less confronting 
than a large DSLR, with dvantages being smaller, lightweight, and discreet.

#2 Get close to your subjects
Using a wide-angle lens enables you to get nice and close to your subjects.  You are more likely to become 
almost invisible to the people you want to shoot, and even if they notice you, you will be a lot less intrusive. 
Many successful street photos were taken as close as possible from the action. Keep your eyes open 
for interesting subjects. If you are not pleased by your images, the reason will often be that you were 
not close enough.

#3 Ignore the voice in your mind
In my interviews with street photographers, I often ask if they found themselves in difficult situa-
tions when they were noticed making photographs. Most of the time, I get the same answer: NO. 
The reason is mostly that you must keep a smile on your face, getting high contact if you can, and 
if you see they are reluctant, don’t steal the image, and drop your camera. In many cases, I did that 
while shooting, and just by engaging a talk with them, it led to a great image with their approbation.
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Ab out Street  Photo graphy
Robin SchimkoC o l u m n S

Robin Schimko is well-known for his YouTube channel he makes under the name "The Real Sir Robin" After watching 
a great short film about Being close in Street Photography, I decided to contact him for an interview and a portfolio 
for our sister publication, Shades of Grey Magazine. He replied by mentioning that his street photography work was 
not only and black and white, and color work was 50% of his production. So I offered him to be in both publications. 
Here with a set of great color images, and in the next Shades of Grey magazine, with the complete interview and lack 
and white images.

Subscribe to his YouTube channel.  https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc-9JMcDZSh6R4OXuWX6Gag 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCc-9JMcDZSh6R4OXuWX6Gag 
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VINTAGE ABSTRACT

The Photo Series is made from the Abstract patterns taken from the Vintage Car Rally show in Kolkata. The 
Statesman Vintage & Classic Car Rally is an annual vintage car rally in New Delhi and Kolkata and the oldest, 
continuously-run such event in India and the sub-continent. It started in the year 1964 in New Delhi, and 
was brought to Kolkata in the year 1968 as The Statesman Vintage Car Rally.
Every year during Winter time Statesman organise this Rally at Fort William ground & open to common 
visitors where old models of vintage car being displayed by their owners. For most car enthusiasts, it’s a 
great show to observe the beauty of these old cars. Some of theW vehicles were over 100 years old and 
require months of trials and service runs before they become suitable to be exhibited. Many participants 
in the rally had bought classic cars in recent years, from resale and auctions. Maintenance of this cars are 
getting difficult now a days as their spare parts are rarely available in Market still the owners feel proud to 
show them in this public event to maintain their Traditional Heritage.

While from common view of the vintage cars the series represent the beauty of abstract patterns from the 
Glorious Cars. Different colour using textures, minimalism, shape, pattern made the Abstract representa-
tion quite eye catchy.

Photo & Story: 

Avishek Das
Kolkata, India

S T O R I E S L i fe  Stor i es  Photo graphy
by Avishek Das
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Avishek Das is an Indian born Photographer. Over the past 7 years he has 
been actively associated with this field of photography. He is the Chair-
man of Creative Art Solution - A Registered Photography Club of India un-
der Federation of Indian Photography & Liason Officer of Master of Light 
Photographic Association for Asia & India.

His photographs and writings have already been published in different 
Websites & Photo competition in national & International  level ( Italy , 
France , Argentina , Serbia, Romania , Wales , Greece , Canada , China , 
Bosnia , Malaysia , Bulgaria , Bosnia , Macedonia, Turkey , UK , Bangladesh 
, Slovakia , UAE , Indonesia ) , National Geographic Your Shot Edition (75 
Times)  , 1X .com  , Vogue , Dodho Magazine  , Asian Photography , Better 
Photography ,  121 Clicks , SHADES of GREY Magazine France , Creativeim-
agemagazine , inspiro india ,  Unframe Italy and many more .He bagged 
more than 375+ Awards (National & International) including Bronze, Silver 
& Gold Medal from Royal Photographic Society , Photographic Society of 
America , International Association of Art Photographers , United Photog-
raphers International , Fédération Internationale de l'Art Photographique 
for his Photographic works .
His significant achievement like - Grand Winner of Ariano Film Festival - 
Italy (Digital Photo Category), ICICI Bank Privilege Moments Zonal Cate-
gory Winner (India), Asian Photography Artistique Special Mention Award 
(India), Metropolis Asia Runner Up Award - Street Photo Category, Finalist 
in HIPA Award & Siena International Photo Award, Silver Medal Winner 
in Px3 Paris Global Photo Award, National Award Winner- Sony World 
Photography Award 2017 , Merit & Honor Award in Golden Orchid Inter-
national Art Festival USA 2017 , ND Awards 2017 , 2nd Prize Chromatic 
International Color Award 2017 . He has also been Rated World No 1 Top 
Exhibitor by Photographic Society of America's Who's Who in Photogra-
phy Book 2016 - Photo Journalism Section.

He has been Appointed as Jury Member from Russia, Bosnia, Serbia, In-
dia for different International Photography Competitions. For his Photo-
graphic Development & Achievement recently he has been Awarded with 
Distinction EFIAP (Excellence FIAP) from Fédération Internationale de l'Art 
Photographique (France) Recognized by UNSECO and Crown Level 2 by 
Global Photographic Union , Greece , SSS/b by Sille Art Gallery , Turkey.

Website: http://avishekdasphotography.com/
1x.com: https://1x.com/member/avis19871
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/avishekdasphotography/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/avishek.das.58

B I O
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Portra its  of  Br i ta in20 1 8
The  Winners

Portrait of Britain is the largest exhibition of contemporary portrait photography ever held, as much a celebration of pho-
tography as it is a celebration of the diversity our country’s people. Now in its third year, British Journal of Photography will 
launch the nationwide exhibition on 1 September across JCDecaux’s national channel of digital screens. 

Today, the 100 winners have been announced from the shortlisted selection. The public will encounter the winning photo-
graphs as they go about their daily lives; in rail stations, shopping malls, high streets and at Heathrow airport. 

Following an open call by British Journal of Photography earlier this year, over 13,000 portraits were submitted, and judges 
had the task of selecting the 200 shortlisted images from that number. All 200 images will be printed in the first ever Portrait of 
Britain book, published by Hoxton Mini Press and released 6 September. Once again, the range of images reflects the unique 
diversity of modern Britain, with portraits ranging from Alexander Flemming’s photograph of Roy taking his African Grey Parrot 
to the beach in Devon for rehabilitation, to Euan Myles’ portrait of Daniel, a Nigerian Marine Biologist now working in Suther-
land in the far north of Scotland. Public figures including Will Young and Zandra Rhodes feature in this years selection, but 
the majority of the photographs are of everyday people, some who were met by chance on the street, such as Nick Simpson’s 
image of The General, who he encountered walking down Holloway Road early one Saturday morning. 

Photographer Tom Oldham is used to shooting famous faces for his portrait work, but he turned the camera on his own son 
for his Portrait of Britain entry. “It’s a much simpler image, closer to home and just a clean shot in beautiful light, taken at dusk 
at Studland in Dorset. Everything I love in one frame,” he says. 
“We’re delighted to be part of Portrait of Britain for its third year, turning our powerful digital channel into a national gallery of 
portraits. Digital Out of Home’s reach and scale provide the perfect platform to showcase this inspiring and unique exhibition 
which celebrates multiculturalism and diversity throughout the country and can be enjoyed by people as they shop, travel and 
socialise in cities nationwide.” - Dallas Wiles, Chief Commercial Officer at JCDecaux 
Portrait of Britain is public art on a huge scale – a countrywide exhibition that puts the nation’s citizens centre stage in bustling 
public spaces. Thanks to our partnership with JCDecaux, with its huge network of digital screens up and down the land, 100 
portraits will take over Great Britain throughout September, confronting the public with a reflection of themselves as they go 
about their daily business. Taken from all walks of life, these subjects share the same space, looking back at the public from the 
screen. The effect is a lingering glance, and witnessed by millions of passersby.”  Simon Bainbridge, Editorial Director, British 
Journal of Photography  The winning images will be displayed as part of our Portrait of Britain exhibition from 1 September, to 
be viewed across the country for one month. The book, published by Hoxton Mini Press, will be launched on the 6 September 
at a special event, with the photographers and their subjects in attendance. 

Locations where the images can be seen include major rail hubs, such as: Euston, King's Cross, Liverpool Street, London Bridge, 
St. Pancras, Victoria and Waterloo in both London and Brighton, Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool Lime 
Street, Manchester Piccadilly, Newcastle, Nottingham, Sheffield, to name but a few. The exhibition will also be showcased 
on retail screens across the UK, including major shopping destinations such as Bluewater, intu Lakeside, St David's (Cardiff), 
Liverpool One, Trinity Leeds, Eldon Square (Newcastle), intu Metrocentre (Newcastle), West Quay (Southampton), Brent Cross 
(London) and many more. 

The Judges 
Caroline Hunter is the Picture Editor at The Guardian Weekend Magazine, the award-winning Saturday supplement of The 
Guardian. She regularly commissions photographers from around the world, and has acted as a judge for a number of leading 
photography competitions.
Olivia Arthur is a Magnum photographer whose photographs have been exhibited internationally and are part of institutional 
collections in the UK, USA, Germany and Switzerland. She has spent many years exploring the cultural divide between the East 
and West.
Martin Usborne is a photographer, publisher and writer. He is the co-founder of Hoxton Mini Press, an independent publisher 
making collectible photography books and encapsulating East London’s creative spirit. His photography maintains a particular 
focus on animals, especially dogs, and his work has been featured in a number of exhibitions and publications.
Simon Bainbridge is the Editorial Director at British Journal of Photography. He has curated two photography exhibitions and 
is currently conducting research for a book on portraits of artists. He has acted as a judge on numerous photography awards 
and festivals and has overseen previous years of Portrait of Britain. 
The winning photographers can be found in the Portrait of Britain Gallery: http://gallery.portraitofbritain.uk/ 

http://gallery.portraitofbritain.uk/  
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Ian Borthwick, Emblem Bearer of the Barley Banna

Ian holds one of four Important emblem-carryIng posts of the langholm common rIdIng In the scottIsh borders regIon. the festIval and tradItIons 
date back to 1759.
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felIcIa has been our cleaner and frIend for the last 10 years. We often speak about felIcIa’s lIfe In ghana and I Wanted to 
photograph her WearIng tradItIonal clothes. I Was bloWn aWay by her beauty and presence, WhIch I hope thIs Image captures.
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son 2 by tom burnham
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Asma By Sophie Green

asma, a member of an all-female muslIm basketball team, Is pIctured WIth some of her teammates. they are part of a WorldWIde campaIgn that Is urgIng the 
InternatIonal basketball federatIon to lIft the ban on relIgIous headgear In elIte sports.
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Rehabilitating Roy’s Parrot By Alexander Fleming

roy had an afrIcan grey parrot on hIs back When I saW hIm on a beach In devon. he and hIs WIfe Were on holIday WIth 
tWo of these bIrds, WhIch they rescued, and theIr dog. as part of the rehabIlItatIon process, the bIrds are taken out 

In cages, gIvIng them access to the open sea aIr.
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Diran Adebayo in front of a portrait of Sir Christopher Wren By Rory Carnegie

Sea Change Part 8 By Lee Brodhurst-Hooperfolkestone.
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Roxy Gore By Joe Lang
I spotted Roxy at Dreamland amusement park during Margate Pride. She was dressed 
to kill. We chatted briefly about her dress and after that she was happy to be photo-
graphed.
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Night Watch at Salmon Farm

danIel (left) travelled from nIgerIa to the northWest of scotland to fulfIl hIs dream of WorkIng as a marIne 
bIologIst. It Is one of the WIldest and Wettest parts of the uk but he has fallen In love WIth the area and 

plans to stay.
By Euan Myles
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http://www.256photography.com
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NEWS NEW AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED VR

NIKON releases the AF-S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED
VR, a fixed focal length super-telephoto lens compatible 
with the Nikon FX format 

The AF S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED VR is a high  performance, FX  format, super-
telephoto lens that supports 500 mm focal length. The adoption of a Phase Fresnel 
(PF) lens element has significantly reduced the size and weight of the lens, making 

hand held super  telephoto photography easier and more enjoyable. With a maximum 
diameter of 106 mm and length of 237 mm, the AF S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED VR, 
which weighs 1,460g (roughly the same weight as the AF S NIKKOR 70 200mm f/2.8E FL 
ED VR) is significantly lighter than previous 500mm lenses which can typically weigh 
up to more than 3,000 g. The AF S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED VR is designed with con-
sideration to dust  and drip  resistance, which in addition to the fluorine coat applied 
to the front lens  surface, allows greater agility when shooting. The use of one PF lens 
element and three ED glass elements enables extremely sharp and detailed rendering 
that is compatible with high pixel count digital cameras. In addition, the materials used 
in the new PF lens element have been developed effectively to reduce PF (diffraction) 
flare, allowing light sources to be reproduced in near  original colors. In combination 
with Nikon’s coating technologies, such as the Nano Crystal Coat, effective in controlling 
ghost and flare, extremely clear images are achieved. 
AF speed has been increased by making lens elements in the focusing group lighter. The 
AF S NIKKOR 500mm f/5.6E PF ED VR is equipped with a VR mechanism that offers cam-
era shake compensation equivalent to a 4.0 stop* increase in shutter speed. The SPORT 
VR mode that has been adopted is especially effective when photographing fast moving 
and unpredictable subjects such as wild birds, or in scenes such as sporting events. The 
stabilization of the image displayed in the viewfinder is also an effective feature for re-
cording movies. Additionally, the use of the Mount Adapter FTZ will allow the lens to be 
used with mirrorless cameras Nikon Z 7 and Nikon Z 6, also announced today. Users will 
be able to enjoy super telephoto shooting at the 500 mm focal length with a system that 
is even more compact than ever before. 

PF (Phase Fresnel) Lens Elements
The PF (Phase Fresnel) lens, developed by Nikon, effectively compensates chromatic ab-
erration, utilizing the photo diffraction phenomenon*. It provides superior chromatic 
aberration compensation performance when combined with a normal glass lens. Com-
pared to many general camera lenses that employ an optical system using the photo-
refractive phenomenon, a remarkably compact and lightweight body can be attained 
with fewer lens elements.

• *Diffraction phenomenon: Light has characteristics as a waveform. When a 
waveform faces an obstacle, it attempts to go around and behind it, and this character-
istic is referred to as diffraction. Diffraction causes chromatic dispersion in the reverse 
order of refraction.

Primary features

• Significantly smaller and lighter with the adoption of a Phase Fresnel (PF) lens 
element, making 500 mm hand held super telephoto photography easier and more en-
joyable
• Designed with consideration to dust  and drip resistance; fluorine coat applied 
to front lens surface, effectively repelling water droplets, grease, and dirt
• Adoption of one PF lens element and three ED glass elements for extremely 
sharp and detailed rendering, compatible with high pixel count digital cameras
• Optical performance that is not compromised with the use of the TC 14E III AF S 
teleconverter
• Materials used in the new PF lens element effectively control PF (diffraction) 
flare
• Ghost and flare effectively suppressed with the adoption of the Nano Crystal 
Coat, enabling clear images
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Skylum’s ultimate goal is to give photographers an easy-to-use yet powerful tool to create vivid, captivating, and incredibly 
dynamic images. The company is to deliver on that goal with the all-new Aurora HDR — an impressive HDR photo editing tool 
that blends power and intelligent technology with intuition and a seamless workflow. 
With a press of the button, you get amazing images that look as natural as they did when you pressed the shutter. To achieve 
your own creative vision, Aurora HDR’s many powerful filters, tools, and Aurora HDR Looks are also on hand for you to utilize. 
It’s a capable HDR editing software designed not only for professional, experienced and beginner photographers, but also as 
a solution for real estate marketing. 
At the core of this update is Skylum’s revolutionary Quantum HDR EngineTM, an AI-powered tone mapping technology that’s 
been three years in the making within Skylum’s AI lab. Now, when creating an HDR image using multiple bracketed shots, 
Quantum HDR Engine meticulously analyzes the photos and intelligently merges them. Not only does it minimize the major 
issues that other HDR merging tools have, but it also generates stunning results, producing images that are dynamic yet nat-
ural-looking. Specifically, whether you’re working with bracketed shots or a single image, the Quantum HDR Engine reduces 
burned colors, loss of contrast, and noise, as well as mitigates unnatural lighting caused by halos and unstable deghosting. To 
do this, Skylum developers tested thousands of bracketed shots through a neural network and took those findings to develop 
the technology needed to create incredible HDR photographs. The result is an editing software with a solid performance for 
even the highest end architecture and real estate photography projects. 

“We are incredibly excited to get Aurora HDR 2019 into the hands of photographers from around the world. The results are so 
accurate and natural that the final images appear as though you’re looking at the scene with your own two eyes. Simply put, 
it’s HDR finally done right.” — Dima Sytnik, CTO and co-founder of Skylum.

A new HDR Smart Structure technology gives you the precise amount of details, structure, and sharpness in an image without 
creating excess artifacts that can make an HDR image look over-the-top. This allows Aurora HDR to produce images with the 
incredible details and realism favored by architecture and real estate photographers. To deliver creative color toning, perfect 
black and white conversions, and digital film looks in seconds, Aurora HDR 2019 also boasts new LUT mapping integration with 
instant preview. Utilizing the same tools used in motion pictures, you can now stylize your images through color grading, giving 
your images the perfect look and toning to bring out the awe in each and every one of your photos. To give that perfect finish-
ing touch to an image, or to create a signature look you’re going for, the new Aurora HDR 2019 introduces Aurora HDR Looks 
to replace Presets as well as offer more selective aesthetic choices and more refined toning. Aurora HDR Looks can also include 
textures and masks, making for an almost infinite number of HDR editing possibilities. 

World renowned photographers have created their signature Aurora HDR Look packs exclusively for Aurora HDR 2019, among 
which are Aurora HDR Looks for Real Estate by Randy Van Duinen, and signature Aurora HDR Looks from Trey Ratcliff, co-devel-
oper of Aurora HDR 2019, and Serge Ramelli. All in all, Aurora HDR 2019 is designed to create the natural-looking HDR images 
without the need for a complicated workflow. Whether you’re working with a single exposure or twelve bracketed shots, Aurora 
HDR 2019 gets it done. 

The bonus pack includes: A video tutorial “Getting the Most from Aurora HDR 2019” by Trey Ratcliff,  the Landscape Photog-
raphy Handbook by David Johnston, exclusive interior Aurora Looks by Richard Harrington,  burning Mood LUTs by Richard 
Harrington, 3-month 500px Pro membership, plus $300 OFF a multi-day Iceland Photo Tour.
Visit the Aurora HDR 2019 Website for more information and order your copy.

Aurora HDR 2019 introduces AI-powered Quantum HDR Engine

https://macphun.evyy.net/c/1271989/513656/3255
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PAff in i ty  Photo for  iPad comes with a new ver -
s ion and ma jot  improvements

Affinity Photo for iPad boasts more power and professional features than ever – and it’s available now 
with a 30 % discount. Developer Serif is running the flash offer until midday BST on Tuesday (18 Sept) 
to celebrate the launch of a big update to Apple’s reigning iPad App of the Year. It means Affinity Photo 

for iPad is currently available for a one-off £13.99 / $13.99 / 14,99€ from the App Store (subject to regional 
currency variations).

Serif Managing Director, Ashley Hewson, says: “Reviewers and customers told us Affinity Photo for iPad was a 
truly revolutionary product when we launched on-stage during Apple’s WWDC keynote last year.
“For the first time, it gave photographers, artists, editors, and retouchers a full professional mobile workflow 
with all the features you’d expect, on the go.” “As we’ve talked to our users, witness the inspirational work they 
create and understood more about their workflows, it’s inspired us to keep pushing the boundaries of what’s 
possible on a mobile device.”Affinity Photo for iPad is available now without subscription from the App Store. 
Existing users can download the updated version free of charge at any time.

Hewson adds: “We broke new ground in being the first to bring a desktop-class professional photo editing tool 
to iPad and just this week we’ve reached a quarter of a million users.For more information go to https://affinity.
serif.com/photo/ipad

Version 1.6.9 of the app introduces:
• massively-expanded support for touch gesture control
• refined UI and much-improved brush management
• a new Export persona, allowing instant export of multiple slices and layers
• many performance and other improvements.
• Undo/Redo gesture with two/three finger tap.
• Export persona – a new workspace for exporting regions of your image as slices.
• Added drag modifiers to studio icons for color, text, navigator, and history.
• Added support for brush nozzle base texture mode.
• Added canvas rotation control via Navigator Studio.
• Added swipe gesture to swap primary and secondary colors on the Colour Studio
• Context menu now uses a long-press release gesture to invoke.
• Added two-finger hold gesture to resize a layer from its center.
• During shape creation, a two-finger hold gesture will transform the layer.
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• On the Layers Studio, with a layer selected, a two-finger tap on another layer will select all layers in 
between.

• On the Layers Studio, pinch inwards (either vertically or horizontally) to group selected layers. To un-
group, do the opposite and pinch out.

• With the Move Tool active, a two-finger hold gesture on a layer plus a one finger drag duplicates the 
selected layer.

• Easy access to merge and rasterize commands via Layer Studio icons.
• Improved brush stroke lag and small stroke response.
• Brushes remember previously used stroke settings.
• Move any custom brush to any category.
• Added support for on-screen keyboard trackpad mode.
• Added Tab key to on-screen keyboard context bar.
• Updated Persona icons.
• Numerous other improvements and fixes.

https://affinity.serif.com/photo/ipad


Visit Jeanmichelmissri.fr for more information

One Day Tour €250

• 8 hours photo tour with a 
professional photographer

•  Available for all levels of 
photography

• You choose your date.
• 2 persons maximum for a better 

experience

P a r i s  L a  D e f e n s e  t o u r s
f o r

p h o t o g r a p h e r s

http://jeanmichelmissri.fr
http://jeanmichelmissri.fr

